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Abstract—In this paper, we present the complete tool-chainfor 

FLEXOR, a sustainable and platform independent 
softwarearchitecture that is optimized to support the 
implementation,rapid prototyping, evaluation, and testing of 
wireless sensornetwork applications.
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               I.INTRODUCTION 
 

The proper definition of efficient software architectures for 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is instrumental  to code 
reusability across different platforms, rapid prototyping, 
hassle-free deployment, and the overall user friendliness of the 
development process. Many key challenges of WSNs have 
already been addressed with various degrees of success, but a 
significant number of valid solutions have not had the broad 
impact they deserve. To mitigate this problem, we advocate 
for a sustainable, modular, and flexible software architecture 
that intrinsically promotes cross-platform code reuse and fast 
prototyping and enables the remote control and selective 
activation of specific modules on individual nodes at run time. 
In this paper we present the complete tool-chain for FLEXOR, 
a platform-independent software architecture for the rapid 
prototyping, development and testing of WSNs.The FLEXOR 
software architecture and its tool-chain was developed 
according to the following requirements: 
 

• Standard programming language 
• Platform independence 
• High level of modularization 
• Remote function invocation support 
• Remote component exchange without reboot 
• Graphical support for programming, debugging 

and deployment 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents the overall structure and short overview ofFLEXOR. 
Section III presents the complete development anddeployment 
tool chain for FLEXOR, consisting of visual editors, 
codegenerators, and the run-time FLEXOR 
Commander.Section IV puts our work in context and 
compares it to otherrelevant efforts in the community. Finally, 
Section V discussesthe potential of FLEXOR and its possible 
applications tovarious challenges in WSNs. Finally Section VI 
concludes thepaper. 
 
 

II.  FLEXOR SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

ThemaingoaloftheFLEXORsoftwarearchitectureis 
tosupportmodularization,remotecallbackinvocation,remote 
nodemanagement,andplatformindependence. Theoverall 
structureof  FLEXORispresentedinFigure1.Themain 
componentsofFLEXORaredescribedasfollows: 

 

 
 

Fig.1.FLEXORoverallstructure. 

A. FLEXOR Interface 

FLEXORinterfaceisthemaincomponent thatenablesthe 
platform-independentimplementationofdifferentmodulesand 
alignsdifferentoperatingsystems,platforms, andevennet- work 
simulatorstothesameWSN-specificinterface.Currently 
wehaveimplementedthis FLEXORinterfacefortheTinyOS 
operatingsystemandtheOMNeT++Simulator. 

 
 

Fig.2.FLEXOR b as i c  modu le  a rch e t yp e .  
 

B. FLEXOR Module 

A FLEXOR moduleis the  basicbuilding blockfor  all 
applicationsdevelopedin FLEXOR.Figure2presents their 
basicminimalstructure. Thebasicarchetype ofaFLEXOR 
moduleconsistsof7interfacefunctions: init,start,stop, 
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fromUp,fromDown,toUp,toDown. 

C. FLEXOR Core 

FLEXORCoreconsistsofCallback Man
andModuleManager.ThePacketPoolisacentralc
FLEXOR  andservesseveralgo
controloverthenumberofmessagescurrentlypro
system, thus preventing memory  overf
backManager takescareofremotefunction 
TheModuleManageristhemostimportantcompo
FLEXOR.It is theonlycomponentinFLEXOR
the  modulescurrentlyloadedintothe  sys
organization.Itcanalsochangethisorganizationa

D. FLEXOR Specifications and Images 

Specifications consistofa setofmodulesa
nectionsintoastack.Thestackcanbetraditional 
butalsotwo-dimensional,depending ontheu
andonthemodulearchetypes used.Severalspeci
existonthesamenodeatrun-time, butonlyonesin
canbeactiveatanygiventime.Asetofco-
specificationsresiding together in the 
asinglenodeiscalledanimage.Examplesoftwoim
arepresentedinFigure3.Themodulemanagertak
exchangingspecificationsonruntimeasaconsequ
aninternal or external command(callbac
informationregarding FLEXORarchitecture, p
 

 
Fig.3 .FLEXORsp ec i f i ca t i on  and  i ma ge  

III.  FLEXOR TOOL-CHAIN

The  FLEXOR  development environment 
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Fig.4 .Developmen
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with the  FLEXOR  runtime is automated, c
ducing the development complexity. Furtherm
code of modules and specs is produced sy
avoid inconsistencies and programming 
generation, the description of each module an
is validated against the presence of possible d
This functionality further increases the rob
developed applications. 
 

 

Fig.5 .Structure of the FLEXOR enviro

A.  FLEXOR abstract model 

The FLEXOR abstract model features the follo
model elements (see also Section II): 
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Fig.6 .FLEXOR graphical

B.  Code generators and generated
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Fig.7 . FLEXOR commander enables the end user to interact with  
any node in the deployed network.  
 

C.  FLEXOR Commander 

As  a  final  component  of  our  FLEXOR  tool-chain  we 
present  the  FLEXOR  interaction server, see Figure7. This 
GUI-supported tool enables the end user of the sensornet 
deployment to communicate to the nodes in the network via 
callbacks. Here, the user can send FLEXOR packets via serial 
port  to  one  or  more  serially connected nodes, which  then 
forward the callback to its final destination. The server also 
displays debugging information from serially connected nodes 
and can flash them with new code. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8 .   Screenshot of  FLEXOR on OMNET++ Simulator.  

D. FLEXOR on OMNET++ Simulator 

In order to validate and verify the WSN applications, we 
have also ported FLEXOR on OMNET++ platform. Porting 
FLEXOR on OMNET++ platform helps the developers to 
debug their applications before real deployment. Therefore 
after validation and error correction of a WSN application, the 
code is linked to a real hardware platform such as TinyOS that 
is already implemented for FLEXOR. Figure 8 depicts the 
sample working of FLEXOR on OMNET++ platform. 

IV.  RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we contextualize  FLEXOR  with respect to 
other related efforts in the WSN community. In essence, 

FLEXOR combines the best practices and ideas into a single 
architecture at the price of a low overhead. 

 

A.  Software architectures 
The importance of a sustainable WSN architecture is often 
emphasized in the literature [3]. Merlin et al. [9] have recently 
identified a set of properties that need to be supported by 
WSN  software architectures: modularity, universality, event 
notification, service support, and information propagation. 
 

In terms of modularity, universality, and flexibility, X-Lisa, 
SNA, Chameleon, and FLEXOR have very similar properties, 
even if the details are different. However, FLEXOR offers the 
most flexibility, as it allows for any number and order of 
modules in its stack and even for two-dimensional stacks. 
Chameleon’s [4] architecture is very modular due to its use of 
Rime, a lightweight layered communication stack for sensor 
networks that implements different communication primitives 
(e.g. over 802.15.4, IP, etc.), but it fails to enforce any 
modularization  at  the  application  level.  FLEXOR,  on  the 
other hand, enforces modularization at all levels and imple- 
ments services and functions only at the medium access layer 
(one-hop unreliable broadcast) along with platform-abstraction 
functionalities. 

B.  Virtual machines, code distributions and remote control 
Traditional virtual machines like Darjeeling [1] or Mate [8] 

have different goals, as they do not aim to provide a 
sustainable architecture for WSNs. Although their main goal is 
the re- programming of motes after deployment, they only 
enable the full exchange of the complete code at a node, as 
opposed to partial exchanges. However, they do not enable 
modulariza- tion, re-usability of code, or very low-overhead 
runtime soft- ware management. Additionally, they do not 
enable software management from inside the network: e.g., a 
node may not drive its own software components or the ones 
of its neighbors. 

 

C.  Graphical user interfaces and development enviornments 
Various languages and modeling environments have been also 
proposed for specific operating systems, mainly for TinyOS. 
DSN [2], a declarative language for WSNs, or the Gratis [11]: 
modeling environment, are such examples. How- ever, while 
usually offering a higher level of abstraction and a  more user-
friendly  implementation environment,  they  are not targeted 
towards code reuse, modularization or software component 
management. 
 

V.  THE POTENTIAL OF FLEXOR 

FLEXOR can be used in many different applications and 
deployments. We have already applied FLEXOR to the im- 
plementation of various link layer and routing protocols, to the 
collection and management of link level statistics from 
infrastructure-less testbeds, and to the management of mobile 
nodes in WSN testbeds. In the next paragraphs, we briefly 
describe these implementations and also sketch some other 
advanced applications and features of FLEXOR. 
Mobile testbed nodes:   Managing mobility in testbeds and 
deployments is a major challenge, as nodes typically rely on a 
wired backchannel to receive new software, log data, etc. With 
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FLEXOR, these features can be taken over by the callback 
invocation and the run-time management of modules, as 
described in Section II. 
Link  level  traces:  Link  level  traces  represent an  important 
tool to boost the realism of simulation. It is critical to  be able 
to collect such traces not only from traditional backchannel-
based  testbeds,  such  as MoteLab  [13],  but  in any 
environment, including outdoors. FLEXOR simplifies this task 
by making it possible to easily send commands to the nodes, 
change their behavior, and even collect the traces at a 
centralized sink point without the use of a backchannel. 
Evaluation  of communication  protocols and services: 
Another typical task for WSN developers is to protocol or 
service evaluation and benchmarking. Typically, protocols are 
loaded and tested in a sequence. FLEXOR simplifies this task, 
especially in a real-world deployment where backchannels are 
not available. Callback invocation is used to easily exchange 
protocols without affecting the state of the other protocols. 
Fairness  and  visibility:  Fairness is a major challengewhen 
several protocols co-exist on the same node [6]. Pay- loads  
coming  from  different  modules  are  packed  into  the same 
packet, thus minimizing the overall network traffic. The 
extreme modularity of FLEXOR allows for better visibility of 
the individual modules [12], as individual modules can be 
clearly separated and their internal state and processes can be 
logged. 
Software rejuvenation:FLEXOR enables the long-
termmanagement of software modules, known as software 
reju- venation [14]. Software rejuvenation can be easily 
achieved with FLEXOR by using the module interface and its 
main functions. Instead of rebooting a node and loosing its 
complete state, all of the FLEXOR modules can be re-started 
at any time and thus achieve rejuvenation of the existing state 
or a different secure specification can be loaded to backup the 
node state. 
Local  and  remote  debugging:   FLEXOR  can also beused 
together with any platform-dependent and independent 
debuggers, code inspections, and visualization mechanisms, 
since it is entirely C-based. As discussed before, we also have 
our FLEXOR Commander to do such a task. 
Cross-layer support:FLEXOR allows a great deal offlexibility  
in  the  definition  and  use  of  its  module  stack, as it enables 
two-dimensional stacks as well as cross-layer communication. 
This can be achieved in two different ways: adding  new  
inputs  and  outputs to  the  modules to  connect non-
neighboring modules, and event notification, enabled via 
callback invocation. This is a very important feature for 
FLEXOR,  as  many  WSN optimization techniques rely on 
cross-layer communication and control. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

We have presented the design and complete tool-chain 
ofFLEXOR, a modular and flexible software architecture 
forthe rapid prototyping of WSNs. FLEXOR lowers the 
barriers to entry into the traditionally challenging WSN 
development process  by  offering  a  platform-independent 
software  archi- tecture as well as a user-friendly programming 
environment and toolchain. FLEXOR represents an orthogonal 

effort with widely  used  WSN  operating systems such  as  
TinyOS  and Contiki. FLEXOR can also be viewed as a 
framework for the integration of advanced debugging 
techniques such as passive in-field inspection of WSNs. 
FLEXOR has the potential to streamline WSN development 
by encouraging code reuse. As part of our follow-up work, we 
plan to implement a large number  of  components to  enrich  
FLEXOR’s  basic  set  of modules. 
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